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Abstract - The problem space, which corresponds to welldefined computational problems, is the center of the
computational chemistry problems in research domain
chemistry. The lack of easily accessible problem specific
information on the successful application of
computational tools by others in the field is a critical
barrier in this regard. This problem is faced by other
domains in scientific computation also. In some of these
domains knowledge management environments been
developed to assist in this scenario
I.


COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY DOMAIN –
OVERVIEW

The definition of computational chemistry offered by
Lipkowitz and Boyd as "those aspects of chemical
research that are expedited or rendered practical by
computers" is perhaps the most inclusive.
Computational chemistry is usually used when a
mathematical method is sufficiently well developed that
it can be automated for implementation on a computer.
 Computational studies can be used to predict the
possibility of so far entirely unknown molecules or to
explore reaction mechanisms that are not readily
studied by experimental means. Computational
chemists, in contrast, may simply apply existing
computer programs and methodologies to specific
chemical questions
 Branch of chemistry that uses principles of computer
science to assist in solving chemical problems.
 It uses the results of theoretical chemistry, incorporated
into efficient computer programs, to calculate the
structures and properties of molecules and solids.
It includes computational molecular science, empirical
correlations and quantitative structure property relationships
and aspects of process modeling and simulation.
Aspects of computational chemistry include:
i.
Molecular modeling.
ii.
Computational methods.
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iii.
Computer-Aided Molecular Design (CAMD).
iv.
Chemical databases.
v.
Organic synthesis design.
Examples for program suites:
i.
GAUSSIAN
ii.
NWCHEM ,
iii.
GAMESS ,
iv.
JMOL(IIT Bombay)
v.
GchemPaint (IIT Bombay)
vi.
TURBOMOLE ,
vii.
ADF (DFT only) ,
viii.
MOPAC (Semiempric and HF) ,
ix.
TINKER (Molecular mechanics)
II. INVOLVED PROCESS FLOW

III. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY
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 A knowledge management environment focuses on
capture, formalization and application of strong
knowledge involved in a concerned domain. They
formulate an exhaustive knowledge base and create a
well-organized map of knowledge items and their
relationships in it.
 Computational chemistry requires such an
environment to address the issues involving
distribution and access of problem specific
information in the domain.
 Knowledge management comprises a range of
practices used by organizations to identify, create,
represent, and distribute knowledge for reuse,
awareness, and learning across the organizations.
 Knowledge Management through the objects –
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 Identify,Create,Represent,Distribute,Reuse,Codify,
Awarness,Learning,Relate,Collect,Share,Capture,O
rganise,Transfer,Apply ,Use, Access,Map,Preserve
IV. PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED FROM
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY DOMAIN
The problem space which corresponds to well defined
computational problem is the heart of the ontology in this
CC domain.
Based on literature review, primary and secondary datathere
are 5major computational problems / methods which are
taken for study as1. Reaction Mechanism
2. Molecular Modeling
3. Molecular Simulation
4. Geometry Optimization
5. Determination of Bond Energies

V. COMPUTATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM SPACE
Problem CategoryReaction Mechanism
Formulation and Transformation of chemical reaction
Physical Model :
1. Combination Reaction
2. Decomposition Reaction
3. Displacement Reaction
Mathematical Formula Chemical Interaction
Transformation
Element-1 + Element -2 ----- Compound....Combination Reaction (A)
Knowledge Generated: Two reactant forms one product
Transformation
Reactant-1------ Product-1 + Product-2....Decombination Reaction (B)
Knowledge Generated:
Electrolysis
Reverse of combination chemical interaction
No.of product is greater than no.of reactants
Displacement
Reactant-1+Reactant-2+....Reactant-n---Product1+Product2+...Product-n---Displacement Reaction (C)
Knowledge Generated:
One molecule fragment another
New chemical fragmented may be harmful, waste product
Catalytic converter required
VI. FORMULIZED SOLUTION SPACE
The solution space, which corresponds to existing
algorithmic solutions, provides an up-to-date theoretical
view of problem solving effort made by this framework.

VII.

FORMULIZED IMPLEMENTATION
SPACES
The implementation space is a practical view of the
KMinCC domain that corresponds to existing
implementation.
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ICT (software) - based chemical computation will make
computational chemistry more accessible in terms of the
entry point in chemical domain.
All the study may further apply to describe the discovery
of novel reaction mechanism and molecular modeling
knowledge of which might help to build powerful
chemical software knowledge-base in the future.Effective
knowledge management supports the iteration and
advancement of product and process understanding as
knowledge flows, grows and evolves across the lifecycle in
VIII.

chemical domain. Your knowledge is an asset to your
organization, and approaches exist to help manage as such
KMinCC has been predominantly useful to handle
challenges via relevant Computational Spaces.
A successful implementation of KMinCC would provide;
set of application program as well as expertise required
reaching higher level of knowledge base for productivity,
individually and in workspace. This would facilitate quick,
effective decisions in support of enterprise business
objectives in Computational Chemistry domain.

ANALYSIS OF INTER-RELATION BETWEEN PROBLEM, SOLUTION AND
IMPLEMENTATION SPACES
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IX.
CONCLUSION
There is a need to characterize a chemical knowledge
resources in a more comprehensive and integrated manner
for example- reaction mechanism.
 In order to promote a common understanding of
Knowledge Management in Computational Chemistry
(KMinCC), it is essential to organize and unite
knowledge manipulation activities in a way that not
only describes each activity clearly and completely, but
also identifies their inter-relationships.
 Framework designed and described here can serve as a
starting point for creating a generic framework that
unifies KMinCC concepts for reaction mechanism
computational problem from chemistry domain.
 Creating a generic expressive framework of knowledge
management would benefit from a synthesis of the
descriptive framework obtainable here, favorable and
direct inputs from KMinCC experts and scholars.
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